OETTINGER Golf 400R sees its world premiere at the Essen Motor
Show 2017 as TUNE IT! SAFE! police car

Clear the stage for the Golf R police edition: TUNE IT! SAFE!
turns cult-status power pack into potent super sports car
Striking appearance for a stunning Golf – clear the stage for the police edition of
the VW Golf R. For the Essen Motor Show 2017, TUNE IT! SAFE! has turned a
cult-status power pack into a road-safe super sports car. The base car1, which
was provided by Volkswagen R, was tuned into the new TUNE IT! SAFE!
campaign car by OETTINGER tuning specialists. Representing the initiative
sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Transport, the Association of Automobile
Tuners (VDAT), premium tyre manufacturer Hankook and numerous other
organisations and institutions, the campaign vehicle sees its world premiere at
the Essen Motor Show (Hall 10, Stand E106) as the new eyecatcher.
The TUNE IT! SAFE! police car is the best example of why customised, creative
automobile tuning and road safety do not have to be mutually exclusive. The Golf R is
already a striking car in standard Volkswagen R configuration. Extensive tuning
measures have now turned into an unmistakable gem. The OETTINGER Golf 400R is
a true stunner featuring an aerodynamics kit, which consists of front spoiler with
splitter, side sills, rear apron set and roof spoiler plus a distinctive engine hood.
Another sight to behold is the sports exhaust system with its 90 mm diameter, 4-pipe
silencer. Its inner values are equally impressive. OETTINGER has increased output
from the standard 310 to 400 hp (294 kW), making the sports Golf sprint from 0 to 100
km/h in approx. only 3.6 seconds. The top speed is 290 km/h. Visitors to the Essen
Motor Show can admire the new TUNE IT! SAFE! campaign car from 1 to 10
December 2017 in hall 10, at stand E 106.
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“Ventus S1 evo” high-performance premium tyre by Hankook
The striking OETTINGER RXX 8.5 x 20 ET 45 wheels are naturally equipped with
Hankook premium tyres. The high-performance 235/30 ZR20 “Ventus S1 evo” tyres
are mounted both on the front and rear axle. The luxury-class, ultra-highperformance tyres provide highest-level safety as well as outstanding performance.
They strike the ideal balance between wet and dry behaviour at high and extremely
high speeds. A high-performance braking system was installed on the front axle to
ensure safe and powerful deceleration from the top speed of 290 km/h.
Signal system and official decor for an authentic police car
The official police decor makes the TUNE IT! SAFE! campaign car a truly unique
specimen. The police outfit (blue and yellow film for the first time) was fitted once
again by FOLIATEC.com in high-precision style. A further striking feature are the socalled LugNuzCovers, which FOLIATEC.com provided for all the wheels. Hella once
again provided the original “RTK7” police signal system and flashing beacons to give
the car the true police look.
Brand new TUNE IT! SAFE! magazine with a total of 64 pages
The initiative for safe tuning has tuned not just its campaign vehicle but also the
TUNE IT! SAFE! magazine. The brand new edition boasts an impressive 64 pages of
diverse stories, important tuning tips and new products for automobile enthusiasts.
Visitors to the trade fair stand can also look forward to expert advice, a special
service provided by the KBA (Federal Office for Motor Vehicles) and a competition
with attractive prizes. On all trade fair days there will be experts from various
inspection and monitoring organisations, VDAT and also the North-Rhine Westphalia
police to provide individual advice. And the Federal Office for Motor Vehicles (KBA)
can inform visitors of their driving licence 'point score' in Flensburg on presentation of
ID.
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TUNE IT! SAFE! – the safe tuning initiative
The TUNE IT! SAFE! initiative was brought into being in 2005 in order to show that
creatively appealing tuning and legal provisions are by no means a contradiction. The
initiative is supported by BMVI (Federal Ministry for Transport and Digital
Infrastructure), Hankook Tyres Germany, VDAT (Association of Automobile Tuners),
ADAC (German Automobile Association), AvD (Automobile Club of Germany), BRV
(Federal Association of the Tyre and Vulcanisation Trade), DVR (Germany Road
Safety Council), DEKRA vehicle inspection, the Essen Motor Show, the “Take Care
on the Road” (Gib acht im Verkehr) initiative, GTÜ (Technical Inspection
Association), KBA (Federal Office for Motor Vehicles), the police of North-Rhine
Westphalia, TÜV Rhineland (German Technical Inspection Association), DSK
(German Sports Driver Circle), KÜS (Motor Vehicle Inspection Organisation of
Independent Motor Vehicle Experts) and ZDK (Central Association of the Germany
Motor Vehicle Trade).
For more information go to www.tune-it-safe.de and www.facebook.com/tune.it.safe.
The virtual expert, Mr. Safe T, will answer your questions on the topic of safe tuning
competently and around the clock on the website.
Publication free of charge, copy requested.
Press contact
TUNE IT! SAFE!
c/o P.AD.
Mr Daniel Exner-Hoffmann
Trotzenburg
58540 Meinerzhagen
Tel.: +49 (0) 2354 / 91 82 18
E-mail: presse@tune-it-safe.de
www.tune-it-safe.de
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Specifications sheet - TUNE IT! SAFE! police car 2016/2017
Vehicle type

VW Golf R

Engine

2.0 TSI / 4Motion

Transmission | Capacity

7-speed DSG transmission | 1,984 cc

Maximum speed

290 km/h

Acceleration 0 - 100 km/h

3.6 s

Output | Torque

294 kW (400 hp) | 500 Nm at 3,200 rpm

Fuel consumption* (l/100 km)

urban 10.2-8.6 | extra urban 6.7-5.9 | combined 8.0-6.9

CO2 emissions combined*1

182-157 g/km | Efficiency class: E, D

1

Golf R 228 kW/400 hp | * Note in accordance with 1999/94/EC: The fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of a vehicle not only depend on

the vehicle’s efficient use of fuel, but also on the driving behaviour and other non-technical factors. CO2 is the greenhouse gas mainly
responsible for global warming. A manual on the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of all new passenger motor vehicles offered in
Germany is available free of charge everywhere where new passenger motor vehicles are sold or exhibited.

TUNE IT! SAFE! – tuning features
High-end ultra-high-performance wide-base tyres,

Hankook

type: Ventus S1 evo, sized 235/30 ZR20 (88Y) XL
wheel set type RXX, size 8.5 x 20 ET 45

OETTINGER

Aerodynamics kit (front spoiler, front splitter, side sill set,

OETTINGER

rear apron set, roof spoiler, engine hood)
OETTINGER exhaust system 76 mm, Y-branch type
with sports catalytic converter, front silencer, 4-pipe

OETTINGER

end silencer with valve control and 90 mm end pipes
Engine output increase for Golf R stage 2: 400 hp/500 Nm
(upgrade 400 turbo-charger (increased in size), cold air intake air duct

OETTINGER

incl. sports air filter, turbo inlet kit/pipe, engine management
incl. lifting of V-max restriction, DSG transmission/software modified
Front axle high-performance braking system (incl. sports brake linings)
and braided hose lines with 2-section brake discs (380 x 32 mm),

OETTINGER

perforated and inner-vented, coilover suspension
headlamp panels, floor mats

OETTINGER

Official police foil décor, SECURLUX safety foil,

FOLIATEC.com

LugNuzzCover (approved for up to 250 km/h)
Special signalling system "RTK 7", flashing beacons

Hella
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